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Introduction and Motivation

The mobile industry has developed immensely in the recent years. The convergence of various device types and technologies resulted in complex and powerful handheld computers
that are on par with personal computers regarding both performance and functionality.
Nevertheless, the most significant shortcoming of all portable electronics also applies to
mobile devices: their operation time is limited by their battery capacity.
Two approaches are available to extend the operation time. The obvious one is to
create hardware components that consume less energy and design batteries with higher
energy density. The other solution, which is the focus of this research, is to develop
software that uses the system’s resources more efficiently. The main advantage of this
is that the designed solutions can be applied on existing devices and do not require any
special equipment or resources.
Investigating the energy breakdown of mobile phones reveals that the most significant
source of power consumption is the wireless radio [CK07]. In addition to transferring less
data and switching off the wireless radio for longer periods, there is another phenomenon
that is exploited by some of the solutions presented in the thesis. Measurements results
[Nur10, BBV09, XSK+ 10] show that with wireless radio, including WLAN and 3G, the
higher the bit rate, the more energy-efficient the communication is. This suggests that
in order to save energy we should arrange the activity of content download in a way that
the mobile device operates at a bit rate as high as possible. Basically by reshaping the
continuos but slow flow of data into short high-speed bursts, the energy consumption can
be considerably decreased.
Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems operate over a network of nodes that provide services in a
distributed manner by the peers themselves instead of using centralized servers. According
to a recent study [san12], P2P applications are still the second largest source of Internet
traffic. With the development of mobile hardware and wireless Internet access, it became
feasible to use mobile devices in P2P networks. This research focuses on the energy aspects
of two applications of P2P in mobile environment: content sharing with BitTorrent and
information storage and retrieval via Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs).
BitTorrent is the most widely used content-sharing solution with over 5 million simultaneous users. It enables the rapid transfer of data among a set of peers in a distributed
way. The key idea is that the peers that have downloaded parts of the data start sharing it with the other peers. The popularity of the world’s first mobile BitTorrent client,
SymTorrent [sym], which was developed in the preparation phase of this research, clearly
shows that today’s mobile phones can effectively join and contribute to distributed content sharing networks. Since using BitTorrent on a standard smartphone can completely
deplete the phone’s battery in about 5-6 hours [NN08], improving the energy efficiency
of the solution is necessary to enable real mobile usage without the need of frequent
recharging.
DHTs are peer-to-peer systems that enable the storage and retrieval of key-value pairs
in a completely distributed and scalable way. The stored data can be accessed via a lookup
service whose interface is similar to a hash table: by providing the key, any node can
retrieve the associated value from the network. They can be used in distributed storage
systems, file sharing, service discovery, and, generally, in any kind of system that utilizes a
lookup service. Although several DHT protocols exist with different characteristics, only
a few have managed to reach the state that it has been deployed in a real environment
with a high number of users. Kademlia [MM02] is one of these protocols. It is used by,
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among other, the KaD network, BitTorrent and the Osiris Serverless Portal System. I have
implemented the first Kademlia client running on mobile phones. The experiments with
it showed the main shortcoming of Kademlia in regard to the mobile usage: mobile nodes
receive the same amount of message traffic as fixed computers since the system does not
have any mechanism for distinguishing between the peers based on their capabilities. For
instance, in the case of BitTorrent’s DHT network, the number of messages per minute
received by a mobile node constantly rises, reaching about 300 incoming message per
minute in the third hour after joining. The increasing number of processed messages
implies increasing energy consumption, which limits the mobile DHT clients’ operation
time to a few hours.
The goal of this research is to design and evaluate novel solutions that enable mobile
devices to use the services of peer-to-peer networks energy efficiently, focusing primarily
on BitTorrent and Kademlia. By exploiting the energy characteristics of wireless radio,
which is the most significant factor in the energy consumption of P2P, it is possible to
create software solutions that consume less energy, running on the same hardware. The
following open questions are addressed by the thesis:
• What are the main characteristics of wireless radio (3G/WLAN) regarding bursty
transmission?
• How to exploit the energy characteristics of wireless radio when using P2P protocols
on mobile devices?
• What protocol modifications can make BitTorrent more energy efficient? How to
implement such protocol? What is the performance of the modified protocol? How
much energy can be saved by using the modified protocol?
• How to utilize helper nodes, such as proxies to transmit data arriving from the
BitTorrent network to mobile devices energy efficiently? How can such proxy be
operated on resource constrained hardware, for instance, on home wireless routers?
What are the effects of introducing helper nodes in the BitTorrent network?
• Is it possible to use mobile nodes in DHTs? How to prolong the operation time of
mobile Kademlia nodes? What are the effects of introducing these modified mobile
nodes in the DHT network?

2

Methodological Summary

The outlined open issues have defined the initial direction of my research. The first
steps for both the BitTorrent and the DHT related topics were to create a mobile implementation of the original protocols, since they had not existed beforehand, and observe
the operation of the clients in live networks on real mobile devices. These experiments
and measurements revealed what the key issues with energy consumption are and what
directions further research should take.
The next step was designing the new protocols, mechanisms, and algorithms. My
thesis introduces two new protocols related to BitTorrent and a method that allows using
the Kademlia DHT by mobile clients without modifying the protocol. The evaluation of
these solutions forms a principal part of the research. First of all, the impact of the new
protocols on the existing networks was investigated. Since experimenting with the actual
4
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implementations is not possible on a large scale (e.g. it is impossible to measure how
thousand mobile DHT clients affects the performance of a million-user DHT), analytical
models were used, mostly focusing on steady-state performance. Simulations were also
used for the same purpose, where modeling was not reasonable, or to validate the models.
Finally, since the majority of research was carried out in cooperation with Nokia Research Center and Nokia Siemens Networks, a key requirement was that the results were
validated and tested in real environments. This step involved implementing the protocol clients and performing measurements and experiments with actual mobile devices.
This was carried out for both the DHT solution and the BitTorrent proxy, but not for
BurstTorrent, which was analyzed through simulations only.

3

Novel Scientific Results

The scientific results of my research are summarized in four theses. The first two theses
focus on a proxy based BitTorrent solution. While Thesis I covers the proxy characteristics
and their effect on the BitTorrent network, Thesis II investigates the mobile side and the
energy aspects. Thesis III evaluates a novel BitTorrent protocol extension, referred to as
BurstTorrent. Thesis IV focuses on a mobile Kademlia client, the aspects of introducing
sloppy peers into the network and working with two-tier DHTs.
The results also include two international patents and three complete applications
(SymTorrent, Kademlia for Symbian and ProxyTorrent). These are discussed in more
detail in Section 4.

Thesis I
Modelling and analysis of BitTorrent swarms with memory limited
BitTorrent proxies
I have designed a protocol and application suite that enable mobile devices to use the
BitTorrent content-sharing protocol in an energy-efficient way via resource-limited proxy
devices, such as home routers. I have defined an analytical model for investigating the
steady state performance of a BitTorrent swarm containing limited (proxy) and standard
peers. I have shown that the model can be used to calculate the average transfer speed of
peers. I have verified the correctness of the model via simulations. I have shown how the
buffer sizes of the limited peers needs to be set in order to maximize the buffer size but
still maintain the performance of the swarm. I have defined an adaptive buffer allocation
mechanism and shown via simulations that it can be used to set the upload/download buffer
ratio in dynamically changing networks.
Related publications: [6][5][14][16][26]
Thesis I is covered by Chapter 4 (Sections 4.1–4.5) in the dissertation.
The key idea of ProxyTorrent is to use a lightweight proxy with limited memory
capacity (e.g. a wireless home router) to download the torrent and shape the data traffic
received by the phone. The content download is divided into two activities. To the
swarm the proxy looks like a regular BitTorrent peer; it downloads and uploads content
with the normal BitTorrent mechanisms. Then it forwards downloaded content to the
5
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mobile phone. Downloading the torrent is not possible in one turn, since the proxy can
store only part of the data due to its limited memory capacity.
A key characteristic of BitTorrent is that when a peer has completely downloaded
a piece it announces the availability of this piece to its neighbors. The peers can then
assume that the announced piece is available for downloading. This is, however, not the
case if only part of the content fits in the proxy’s memory. To be able to download the
whole torrent, the proxy has to delete some pieces after they have been sent to the mobile
device, and then reuse the memory to download additional pieces. The assumption that
a piece that a peer has downloaded is available for others is thus no longer valid. In order
to both serve other peers and ensure that all of the announcements the proxy peer makes
are valid, ProxyTorrent divides the available memory into two buffers. This concept is
visualized in Figure 1.

Figure 1: ProxyTorrent architecture with an example of memory contents

Definition 3.1 (Download buffer). The download buffer is a memory space that holds
transient data on the way to the mobile device; the pieces are downloaded from peers, sent
to the mobile device, and finally discarded. The same memory space is reused to download
other pieces.
Definition 3.2 (Upload buffer). The upload buffer is a memory space that stores pieces
that are provided to the swarm. Pieces in the upload buffer remain in the memory and
are made available to other peers with the normal BitTorrent piece transfer mechanism.
Only the pieces in the upload buffer are announced to the other peers.
Definition 3.3 (Tit-for-tat rating). The tit-for-tat (TFT) rating is a normalized value in
the range [0..1] which equals the ratio of a peer’s average upload speed and its maximum
upload capacity. The value is used to characterize how much a peer contributes to the
swarm.
6
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Definition 3.4 (ProxyTorrent swarm model). A ProxyTorrent swarm is a 12-tuple
S=<nS , λ, jR , jL , U, D, P, Bu , Bd , α, C, tdeg > where
nS : Number of seeders in the system
λ : Global peer join rate
jR : Regular peer join probability
jL : Limited peer join probability
U : Maximum upload capacity of the peers
D : Maximum download capacity of the peers
P : Number of pieces in the torrent (size of the torrent)
Bu : Size of the limited peers’ upload buffer
Bd : Size of the limited peers’ download buffer
α : Number of parallel connections (neighbors) per peer
C : Chunk size (number of pieces pushed to the mobile device in one turn)
tdeg : Tit-for-tat degradation period
The main aim of the presented analytical model is to determine certain properties that
characterize the steady state system.
Definition 3.5 (ProxyTorrent swarm steady state properties). The steady state characteristics of a ProxyTorrent swarm S are described using the following properties:
nR : Number of regular peers in the system
nL : Number of limited peers in the system
uR : Upload rate of regular peers
µR : Tit-for-tat rating of regular peers
uL : Upload rate of limited peers
µL : Tit-for-tat rating of limited peers
dR : Download rate of regular peers
dL : Download rate of limited peers
dXY : Download speed of peer type X from peer type Y where X ∈ {R, L}, Y ∈
{R, L, S}. For example dRS is the transfer speed at which regular peers download from seeders.
The following equations determine the upload speed and Tit-for-tat rating of limited and
regular peers:
uR = U

 

−Bu ·α
dL
· 1−
uL = U · 1 − e P
U
µR = 1



−Bu ·α
C · dL
µL = 1 − e P
1−
2U 2 · tdeg
The download speed components for regular and limited peers:
dRS = dLS =
dRR =

U nS
nR + nL

U nR
1
3U nR
1
·
+
·
4
nR + nL
4
nR + nL · µL
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The download speed of regular and limited peers is the sum of the speed components:
dR = dRS + dRR + dRL
dL = dLS + dLL + dLR
Subthesis 1.1
I have created an analytical model for determining the steady state properties of a ProxyTorrent swarm S purely based on the components of the 12-tuple describing the system. I
have created a discrete event simulation model and verified the correctness of the analytical
model via simulations.
The model allows to investigate the performance of the system with various buffer configurations and limited/regular peer ratios. Figure 2 shows the results of two simulation
scenarios in parallel with the results calculated with the analytical model.

Figure 2: Average download rate for networks with 5% limited peers and 50% limited
peers. SIM states for simulation, MOD is for the analytical model’s results.

Subthesis 1.2
I have deduced the following constraints from the model for setting the upload/download
buffer sizes, and verified the results with simulations. In order to achieve upload utilization
f , the upload buffer size Bu should be set according to:
Bu ≥

−P ln(1 − f )
α
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To achieve full download utilization, the download buffer size Bd must fulfill the following constraint, where β is the maximum number of peers which are unchoking and serving
the client at any given time:

Bd ≥

Cd dUL e
βd dUL e

if C ≥ β
if C < β

Configuring the proxy buffer sizes using the formulas defined by Subthesis 1.2 requires
relatively stable swarm characteristics and preliminary knowledge of the swarm parameters. An alternative method is to use an adaptive mechanism that gradually updates the
slot allocation. The adaptive mechanism is defined by Heuristic 1.
Subthesis 1.3
I have defined an adaptive buffer allocation strategy that can be used if the swarm characteristics are unknown. I have shown via simulations that it finds buffer ratios matching
the values given by the analytical model and that it can achieve shorter download times
compared with the static allocation in dynamically changing networks.
Heuristic 1 Adaptive-buffer-allocation
Symbols: B is the total buffer size (B = Bu + Bd )
I is the current set of peers the client is interested in
N is the set of blacklisted peers
Bd,max is the maximum download buffer utilization during the current
buffer allocation period
Bu ← 4, N ← 0
do// buffer allocation period
Bu = Bu + 1, Bd = Bd − 1 except for the first iteration
Bd,max ← 0; during the buffer allocation period, measure the maximum
download buffer allocation and store it in Bd,max
5:
Fill free upload slots with pieces that the largest number of
peers ∈ I\N are interested in
6:
Serve peers from I\N for at least 40 seconds (4 unchoke periods) and
while there is any peer p ∈ I that unchokes (serves) the client
1:
2:
3:
4:

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

if a peer p who was served for at least 10 seconds, has not unchoked us in
10 seconds then
N =N ∪p
if a peer p ∈ N has unchoked us then
N = N \p
if I\N = 0 then
N ←0
while Bd > Bd,max
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Thesis II
Energy efficiency of mobile devices using independent and distributed BitTorrent proxies
I have created a working prototype of ProxyTorrent and shown with measurements that
ProxyTorrent can be effectively used to reduce the energy consumption of BitTorrent content transfer. I have extended the system with support for distributed proxies and defined a
mathematical model for determining the energy consumption of the mobile clients. I have
shown with measurements that the model is correct and using multiple proxies results in
reduced energy consumption if a single proxy cannot cannot serve the complete bandwidth
of the mobile client.
Related publications: [1][2][7][8][9][12][17][21]
Thesis II is covered by Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 (Sections 4.6–4.7) in the dissertation.

Figure 3: Measurement results: energy consumption per transferred megabytes as a
function of communication speed
I have performed several measurements to investigate how the energy consumption of
wireless communication varies as a function of communication speed during TCP data
transfer sessions. The results are illustrated in Figure 3. This shows that in order to save
energy, the content download activity should be arranged in a way that the mobile device
operates at a bit rate as high as possible. This is especially true for 3G cellular where the
power consumption is almost constant with only a weak dependence on the bit rate.
A further observation is that the radio interface does not switch to low energy state
immediately after data transmission, but continues to use high power for a period of time.
Figure 4 illustrates the model I used for the analytical calculations related to bursty traffic.
The model uses a single value Eoh to characterize the overhead energy of the bursts, which
is the sum of the tail and ramp energies [BBV09], tb is the length of the bursts and Dc is
the download speed of the client.
Assuming that a proxy can send the data fast enough so that the download bandwidth
capacity of the mobile device is filled, the transfer can be characterized with a single power
value Pb . Thus, the cumulative energy consumption of transferring a torrent with P pieces,
in C piece chunks is given by the following equation.
E=

P
P
Pb + Eoh
U
C
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Figure 4: Bursty traffic model
A complete implementation of ProxyTorrent was created and tested using Linux-based
Asus WL-500GP routers and Java ME compatible mobile devices. In the prototype the
mobile device controls and requests chunks of data from the proxy which then connects
to the BitTorrent swarm, downloads the content and pushes it to the phone. A simple
message-based protocol was used over TCP for the communication.

Subthesis 2.1
I have implemented a working prototype of ProxyTorrent and shown it with measurements
that ProxyTorrent results in lower energy consumption in comparison with a standard
BitTorrent client if the standard client cannot download continuously at maximum speed.
I have shown that energy saving depends on the transfer speed difference between the two
systems, and that increasing the chunk size can lower the total energy consumption.
If the uplink of the proxy is slower than the downlink of the mobile device then energy
efficiency can be improved by increasing the transfer speed. However, if the proxy’s uplink
capacity is fully utilized then the solution can be using multiple proxies. Each proxy
downloads part of the content and then pushes it to the mobile phone simultaneously
with the other proxies. This improves the utilization of the wireless downlink, which
increases the energy-efficiency.
The energy consumption of the mobile device for downloading a torrent with nb bursts
is given as follows:



tg
,1
E = nb tb Pb + Eoh min
toh
Figure 5 depicts the results of an experiment given by the model. It illustrates difference between using a single proxy and multiple synchronous proxies, when the ratio
of the proxy upload capacity (Up ) and the mobile client download capacity (Dc ) varies.
The dashed vertical lines depict the ratios where the energy consumption has reached
its minimum. As the difference between the proxy’s upload capacity and the mobile’s
download capacity decreases, the gain from using multiple proxies slowly vanishes.
11
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Figure 5: Energy consumption of downloading a 1000 piece torrent with one, two, and
three proxies using different proxy upload/mobile download speed ratios
Subthesis 2.2
I have designed and evaluated a distributed version of ProxyTorrent, in which multiple
proxies cooperate to serve a single mobile device. I have shown it with measurements
that if one proxy cannot serve the complete bandwidth of the mobile client, using more
proxies results in energy saving. I have shown that synchronizing the starting time of the
cooperating proxies results in lower energy consumption. I have defined a model for determining the energy consumption of transferring a torrent to mobile devices using distributed
BitTorrent proxies and shown that the model is in line with the measurements.
Table 1 shows the measurement results obtained while downloading a 50 MB large
torrent file to a mobile phone using a single and two distributed proxies hosting the
prototype system. The table also contains the energy consumption values obtained by
using the analytical model. This clearly shows that energy saving can be achieved by using
multiple proxies and the amount of saving can be predicted using analytical calculations.
The difference between the synchronous (sync) and the asynchronous (async) case is also
significant. Since in the asynchronous case the proxies do not start uploading the chunks
at the same time, the mobile might not be able to enter idle mode, which is also visible
on the energy consumption.
Bearer

3G

WLAN

Test Case
1
2
2
1
2
2

proxy
proxies
proxies
proxy
proxies
proxies

async
sync
async
sync

DL speed measured (kB/s)
101
124
152
104
141
148

Total
E Total E modmeasured (J) eled (J)
948
969
615
564
550
685
738
556
543
518

Table 1: Distributed proxy 3G and WLAN measurement results and energy consumption
values predicted by the mathematical model
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Thesis III
Bursty content sharing protocol for mobile devices
I have designed a BitTorrent-based protocol using bursty data transmission (BurstTorrent),
which significantly improves the energy efficiency of the mobile clients participating in the
content sharing process. I have shown with simulations that the protocol can achieve lower
energy consumption than standard BitTorrent. Furthermore, I have shown that using the
protocol does not considerably affect the download time of regular (non mobile) peers in
the network. I have proved that the peer and piece selection problem does not have a trivial
solution: selecting a fixed number of independent pieces for the largest number of peers is
NP-hard. For the problem of selecting the largest number of peers with a fix number of
independent pieces I have given a fast approximation algorithm.
Related publications: [11][19][20][23][27][29]
Thesis III is covered by Chapter 5 in the dissertation.
BurstTorrent is an extended version of the BitTorrent protocol that allows using scheduled bursty transfers to achieve energy efficient operation for mobile devices. The goal
of the protocol is to achieve the lowest energy per bit ratio by minimizing the time that
energy-limited peers are in active state, transferring data. Between these high-speed
active phases, the peers are in low-power idle state.
In contrast with the proxy based BitTorrent solutions covered by Thesis I and II,
BurstTorrent does not require helper peers or any extra component. However, all peers
must apply a new protocol. Legacy peers using standard BitTorrent can still participate
in the swarm but have certain restrictions. The peers can be divided into three categories
based on the used protocol and their role in the transfer scheduling process:
Definition 3.6 (BurstTorrent peer categories). The three peer categories of BurstTorrent
are regular, bursty and legacy.
Regular peer: A regular peer is a peer that uses standard BitTorrent to serve other
regular peers and BurstTorrent (bursty transmissions) to serve limited (bursty) peers.
Bursty peer: A bursty peer is an energy-limited peer served by regular peers via highspeed bursty transmissions. Bursty peers do not serve each other.
Legacy peer: Legacy peers use the standard BitTorrent protocol to serve other legacy
and regular peers. Legacy peers cannot serve bursty peers.
Bursty peers negotiate time intervals with regular peers when the regular peers would
promise to use all the necessary resources to send content to the downloading peer with
the agreed speed. Regular peers maintain an upload schedule in which they store points
of time when data is needed to be sent to bursty peers. Similarly to this, bursty peers
use a download schedule to calculate times when they can request new pieces of data.
Regular peers serve other regular peers and bursty peers alternating in time. Each
scheduled transfer period is followed by a period in which the regular peer serves only
other regular/legacy peers. The length of the latter period is calculated based on the
length of the period serving the energy limited peer. Each regular peer schedules only
one transfer at a time and refuse further request until the transfer is carried out.
Definition 3.7 (Regular peer states). A regular peer is always in one of the following
two states:
13
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FREE: The upload schedule of the regular peer is empty.
RESERVED: The regular peer has scheduled a transfer that has not been performed
yet.
Definition 3.8 (Transfer schedule timings). The schedule timings maintained by a regular
peer for transfer period i:
Tsi : earliest serving time, when the next scheduled transfer can take place
Tri : earliest request time, when the an incoming request can be accepted
tis : actual serving time, when the scheduled transfer takes place
tir : actual request time, when the accepted request was received
Definition 3.9 (BurstTorrent protocol messages). BurstTorrent uses the following messages to communicate between regular and bursty peers:
REQ_Ts : requests the earliest serving time from a regular peer. Answered with
either SEND_Ts or a TRY_LTR message.
SEND_Ts<Ts > : notifies the requestor that the regular peer is in FREE state
and can accept schedule requests. Contains the earliest serving time (Ts ).
TRY_LTR<Tr + δ> : notifies the requester that the regular peer is currently in
RESERVED state and it should retry the request after the specified time. The value
of δ is different for each requestor.
SCHD_TRF<ts ><number of pieces><piece ids> : sent by the bursty peer,
schedules an upload from the regular peer for the given point of time. The message also contains the list of pieces the bursty peer requests from the regular peer.
The two-phase transfer negotiation session between a limited and a regular peer is
performed as follows:
1. The bursty peers requests Ts from the regular peer by sending a REQ_Ts message.
2. If the regular peer is in FREE state, it replies with a SND_Ts message, containing
Ts . Otherwise it sends back a TRY_LTR message containing the point of time
when the bursty peer is allowed to send REQ_Ts to this peer again (this must be
later than Tr ).
3. If the bursty peer has received Ts , it sends a SCHD_TRF message containing the
requested serving time ts > Ts , the required transfer speed and the pieces. The
regular peer must transfer the requested content at the given time and at least with
the given transfer speed.
In addition to improving the energy efficiency of the limited peers, the protocol also
guarantees that during the scheduled transfer mechanism, regular peers do not receive
worse service than with standard BitTorrent. This is achieved by calculating the bandwidth a bursty peer would receive from a regular peer if standard BitTorrent were used
and allocating the same amount to limited peers when Ts is calculated.
Subthesis 3.1
I have designed the BurstTorrent content sharing protocol and shown with simulations
that using BurstTorrent results in lower energy consumption than transferring the same
14
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amount of content via standard BitTorrent if the device cannot download from the swarm
at full speed. I have given a bandwidth calculation method to schedule transfers in BurstTorrent and shown via simulations, that it ensures that regular peers are not penalized by
BurstTorrent.
When scheduling a transfer, bursty peers need to decide which pieces from which
regular peers they download next. Depending on the scheduling scenario, two problems
arise:
Problem 3.10. Select the maximum number of regular peers from which each n independent pieces can be downloaded in parallel
Problem 3.11. Select those n regular peers from which the maximum number of independent pieces can be downloaded in parallel
Problem 3.10 describes the case when the bursty peer knows that it has a time slot for
downloading a fixed number of pieces and wants to select the uploaders from the largest
available peer set. Problem 3.11 can be applied in networks where the bandwidth of
regular peers is homogeneous and thus the bursty peer knows exactly how many regular
peers it needs to fill its download capacity.
Definition 3.12 (Bipartite graph for piece to peer assignment). Let G = (A, B, E) a
bipartite graph, A and B are the two disjoint sets of vertices and E is the set of edges.
Let each regular peer has an associated vertex in A, and each piece of the torrent an
associated vertex in B. (a, b) ∈ U if an only if the peer corresponding to a shares the piece
corresponding to b.
Definition 3.13 (Balanced asymmetric matching, BA-matching). Given a bipartite graph
G = (A, B, E), an asymmetric matching M based on A is a set of edges that share no
common vertices from B.
An asymmetric matching Mb based on A is balanced or BA-matching if each matched
vertex from A is incident to exactly δ(Mb ) edges of the matching, where δ(Mb ) is referred
to as the degree of Mb .
Definition 3.14 (Maximum BA-matching). A maximum balanced asymmetric
matching with degree n is a BA-matching with degree n that contains the largest possible number of edges. The problem of finding the maximum BA-matching is referred to
as MAXBAM.
Definition 3.15 (k-cover BA-matching). The cover number of a BA-matching based
on A is the number of vertices matched from A. A k-cover BA-matching has cover
factor k.
Finding the maximum k-cover BA-matching allows the bursty peer to schedule transfers to k regular peers simultaneously and download the maximum possible number of
pieces from each of them. Algorithm 2 is a fast approximation algorithm for finding the
maximum k-cover BA-matching.
15
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Subthesis 3.2
I have proven that finding the maximum BA-matching (MAXBAM) with degree n > 2 is
NP-hard by giving a polynomial-time reduction from the NP-hard maximum independent
set problem. I have given an approximation algorithm for finding the maximum k-cover
BA-matching and shown that its worst case performance guarantee is R ≥ OPk T − 12 −
Pk k−1
i=3 i , where R denotes the degree of the matching given by the algorithm and OPT
denotes the degree of the matching in the optimal (maximal) solution. I have also shown
that the time complexity of the algorithm is O(mn), where n = |A|, m = |B|.
Algorithm 2 Fast-k-cover-BA-matching-Finder
Input: G = (A, B, E) bipartite graph, n = |A|, m = |B|
Output: set R of edges of the k-cover BA-matching
1: for each a ∈ A do // Calculate weights w(a) for each vertex a ∈ A
2:
for each b ∈ N (a) do
3:
if deg(b) < k then
1
4:
w(a) ← w(a) + deg(b)
5:
else
6:
w(a) ← w(a) + k1
7:

Remove all vertices of A from G except the k highest weight ones

8:
9:
10:
11:

for each a ∈ A do // Recalculate weights for the residual graph
w(a) ← 0
for each b ∈ N (a) do
1
w(a) ← w(a) + deg(b)

12:
13:

for each b ∈ B do // Assign each b ∈ B to a set Bi
Bdeg(b) = Bdeg(b) ∪ b

14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

for i ← 1, k do
for each b ∈ Bi do
v ← a lowest weight vertex of N (b)
for each q ∈ N (b) do
w(q) ← w(q) − 1i

19:
20:

w(v) ← w(v) + 1
R = R ∪ (v, b) // Assign vertex b ∈ B to v ∈ A

Thesis IV
DHT protocol with sloppy peers for load balancing and energy
control
I have designed and evaluated a modified version of the Kademlia distributed hash table
(DHT) protocol that can be used in heterogenous networks to introduce load balancing without incurring major performance degradation. I have evaluated the solution by creating a
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mobile DHT client and measured the energy-consumption of mobile phones participating
in the Kademlia-based Mainline BitTorrent DHT. I have provided an analytical model,
which can be used to analyze the impact of the mechanism on the lookup latency of the
DHT. I have also extended the model for calculating the message overhead in two-tier
DHTs based on Kademlia.
Related publications: [10][13][15][22][24][28][30]
Thesis IV is covered by Chapter 6 in the dissertation.
The mechanism introduced by the thesis is based on the Kademlia DHT protocol.
Kademlia is currently the most widely used DHT, which has two real-life deployed networks with millions of users. The most important characteristic of this mechanism is
that it is fully compatible with existing networks, thus clients using it can be deployed in
any, currently operating systems, such as the Mainline BitTorrent DHT or the Azureus
(Vuze) DHT. Without the introduced mechanism, a fully functioning mobile peer receives
so much traffic in a million user DHT that its battery depletes in a couple of hours. By
using mobile devices as sloppy peers, their level of participation can be controller so that
they receive lower traffic while still using the services of the DHT and also contributing
to it.
DHTs are highly connected systems. Nodes request the services of the DHT by sending
various messages to multiple peers. The contact information of the nodes is stored in a
routing table. Keeping this routing table up to date is also carried out by means of
messages. Since a node can be connected to several hundreds of other nodes, this means
continuous message traffic, even if the node itself does not use the DHT as a service.
Definition 3.16 (Sloppy peer). A sloppy peer is a client that drops incoming messages
at Pdrop probability. Thus P (the peer does not send a reply message to an incoming
message) = Pdrop .
Sloppy peers save energy due to two factors. First, they not completely parse incoming
requests and do not send responses. Second, since sloppy peers are eventually removed
from other nodes’ routing tables if they do not answer several replies in a row, they receive
much less requests due to routing table updates.
I have implemented the first DHT client running on mobile phones. In addition to
the basic DHT functionality, I have added the sloppy peer mechanism and measured the
energy consumption of the devices using different protocol configurations. The measurements were performed on Nokia mobile devices (Nokia N97, N85 and N8) while the client
was connected to the Mainline BitTorrent DHT.
Definition 3.17 (Lookup latency). The lookup latency Llook is a random variable, which
corresponds to the time between initiating a parallel iterative key lookup operation and
receiving the value from the closest node for the given key. The expected value of Llook is
denoted as E[Llook ].
The measurement results depicted in Figure 6 show that Pdrop can be used to finetune the message overhead and thus the energy consumption of the sloppy peers. E.g.
dropping 50% of the incoming requests can reduce the consumed energy by 55%. This
enables the client to remain in the DHT two times longer and still serve other peers in
the DHT to a certain extent.
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Figure 6: Measurement results: data traffic and energy consumption of a sloppy node
connected to the million-user Mainline BitTorrent DHT during three-hour-long sessions
with different Pdrop values.
The sloppy mechanism introduces virtual churn into to the DHT. This increases the
lookup latency of DHT the same way as standard churn. Although a small number of
sloppy nodes does not have a measurable effect on the performance of the DHT, the more
nodes are introduced, the slower the DHT lookups become. In order to analyze this effect
on a larger scale an analytical model is proposed.
Definition 3.18. [Mobile DHT analytical model symbols] The symbols used in the presented model are as follows:
Pdrop : The probability that an incoming request is dropped
m
: The ratio of mobile nodes in the network
l
: The length of routing path between the source and the destination in hops
∆
: Mean of the one-hop routing latency
TRT : Timeout of the round-trip routing
ω
: Parallelism degree (number of requests sent out in one step)
p0
: The probability that a contact in the routing table is fresh
p
: The churn rate: the probability that a message is sent to a fresh contact
Llook : Lookup latency
The expected lookup latency can be calculated using the following formula, where the
probability that a node receives a message p = p0 (1 − mPdrop ):

E[Llook ] =

1−p
(1 − p)ω
(l − 1) +
ω
1 − (1 − p)
p


TRT + 2l∆

Subthesis 4.1
I have implemented a mobile Kademlia client and shown with measurements that by dropping incoming messages with a fixed probability Pdrop , the message traffic and the energy
consumption of the mobile clients can be reduced without modifying the DHT protocol used
by the existing nodes. I have shown that sloppy peers can participate in the DHT and that
the lookup latency for individual sloppy peers only slightly depends on the value of Pdrop
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if the ratio of sloppy peers is low. I have given a mathematical model on calculating the
expected lookup latency E[Llook ].
The analytical model enables to fine tune Pdrop , e.g. in a million user DHT with
parameters similar to the Mainline BitTorrent DHT, but with 60% sloppy nodes, if we set
a maximum on the lookup latency Llook < 70s, the inequality is satisfied if Pdrop < 0.5.
Definition 3.19 (Two-tier DHT). The nodes in a two-tier DHT can be divided into two
groups: service nodes and client nodes. Service nodes participate in all standard DHT
operations including serving lookup queries and routing table maintenance. Client nodes
or clients does not store key-value pairs and only use the storage and retrieval services of
DHT.
A good practical example of two-tier DHTs is the Peer-to-peer Session Initialization
protocol (P2PSIP), which replaces the fixed hierarchy of the client-server SIP with a P2P
overlay network. The overlay consists of service nodes, which serve client nodes accessing
the distributed database. An important question when designing such systems is the
number of service nodes required to serve the clients. This can be determined based on
the message overhead.
Definition 3.20 (Two-tier DHT message overhead types). The following definitions are
used related to the message traffic in the DHT:
Total message overhead: R is the total number of messages processed by a single
service node per second.
Storage overhead: Rstr is the number of messages processed by a single service node
per second due to client storage operations.
Seek overhead: Rseek is the number of messages processed by a single service node
per second due to client seek operations.
Maintenance overhead: Rmnt is the number of messages processed by a single service node per second due to maintenance traffic (routing table refreshes).
Subthesis 4.2
I have defined an analytical model for calculating the message overhead in two-tier DHTs
based on Kademlia. I have shown that R = Rstr + Rseek + Rmnt . I have given closed form
equations for Rstr , Rseek and Rmnt .
I have investigated the feasibility of P2PSIP using the model introduced by Subthesis
4.2. The dissertation contains the results of these experiments.

4

Practical Application of the Scientific Results

The four theses describe mechanisms and protocols for real-life problems and actual usecases. The two existing peer-to-peer protocols related to the dissertation are the most
widely used solutions in their field (BitTorrent for content sharing and Kademlia for
DHTs). Since the majority of the research was carried out in cooperation with Nokia
Research Center and Nokia Siemens Networks, it was a prerequisite that the results could
be utilized in real-life use-cases. Three of the theses have a related fully functional protocol
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implementation, which were tested in real networks. Furthermore, it should be pointed
out that the first mobile DHT and BitTorrent clients are also the proof of this work.
The ProxyTorrent protocol is the result of Thesis I and II. ProxyTorrent was implemented and tested on actual router devices and mobile phones with real-life torrents.
SymTorrent is the first mobile BitTorrent client, which was implemented as a side-track
parallel to ProxyTorrent. SymTorrent was released as an open source application and was
downloaded more than 500.000 times to date.
Although BurstTorrent, the protocol described in Thesis III, was implemented only
as a simulation, the phenomenon on which it is based on was observed, validated, and
measured using SymTorrent in real-life networks. Furthermore, an international patent
application was submitted on the mechanism.
The DHT mechanism described in Thesis IV was implemented in a mobile client,
resulting in the first mobile DHT client. This was also released as an open source project
which was reused by other research groups, including the University of Stirling, Oulu
University and Aalborg University. The sloppy DHT mechanism was also accepted as an
international patent application.
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